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ABSTRACT: in tactical communication where the quality of signal is option for the secure transmission, Continuously Variable Slope Delta modulation (CVSD) codec is used which is very difficult to decode if intercepted because of its adaptive nature and likewise its parameters. In communication systems where this codec is widely used, required a method to detect or identify the bitstream of this kind. In this paper we attempt to extend classifier algorithm [6] to identify CVSD codec by extracting 7 different parameters for each window size operation from the incoming unknown bit stream and compare with the thresholds are already calculated and stored in database. Operations are performed on different slides 8, 10, 16, 24 and 32 to extract total of 35 parameters, all these parameter values are added to previous already existing library [6].
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I. INTRODUCTION

reducing the signal bandwidth without degrade in its quality is challenging part of modern communications, for this purpose many codecs are existing in real time like PCM A-law/U-law, ADPCM at different data rates 16-, 24-, 32-, 40 Kbps, where the bandwidth of signal reduced by reducing no of bits per sample without degrade in the quality of signal, but above standards are not secure in transmitting through channel. In military communication system quality is option to the secure transmission is called tactical communication system. For this one bit per sample modulation delta modulation is evolved with simple and secure communication, but this algorithm has serious issue of slope overload distortion and granular noise because of fixed step size to overcome this Continuously Variable Slope Delta modulation (CVSD) codec is designed and implemented with variable step size [2].

II. RELATED WORK

This paper we attempt to extend the classifier algorithm [6], which is capable of identifying PCM µ/A-Law, ADPCM 16-, 24-, 32-, 40 Kbps, here we introduced CVSD codec to the existing library by extracting the novel parameters from CVSD encoded bit streams by using novel technique called 'SWOB' (sliding window on bit stream) technique, amalgamated with seven parameters namely AC (auto correlation), SOM (central second order moment) and BRO (binary ratio), skewness (central third order moment), central fourth order moment, central fifth order moment.

The main contribution of this paper can be summarized as follows:
- Introduction about need of CVSD codec in modern communications.
- Introduction of the novel technique with detailed explanation of the classifier algorithm.
- Brief description about the parameters used in the classifier.
- Experimental results are tabulated.
It is an attempt to extend the capability of the existing classifier algorithm [6] by adding CVSD codec parameters to the library. The bit stream received through the speech discriminator divided into different 2000 bit segments. For each segment, sliding window technique (SWOB) is performed which divides into 8, 10, 16, 24, 32 bit frames. First five central order moments, autocorrelation and binary ratio of each segment is calculated compared in the values in decision box which identifies the class of incoming signal.

Figure 2 shows the block diagram of the classifier algorithm which is capable of identifying and classifying the digital voice bit stream. By incorporating this classification algorithm in the universal decoder design, its performance can be improved when it analyses the large number of the unclassified signal.
IV. CLASSIFICATION TECHNIQUE AND PARAMETERS

4.1 'SWOB' Technique:

This technique is novel technique and it is applied on the received bit stream and it will generate different slides of different sizes 8,10,16,24 and 32 from the group of bits. The mathematical representation of sliding window technique is represented as

\[
S(i) = \sum_{k=0}^{W-1} b(i + k)2^{w-1-k} i=0,1,2,3,\ldots, n
\]

Where, \( b(i) \) is received bit stream, \( S(i) \) is the decimal values obtained from the window technique, \( w \) is the sliding window size and \( n \) is the number of received bits.

The sliding window technique process is shown in figure 3 and as follows: First, choose the size of sliding window and calculate the decimal value from the bits present in the window. Second, slide the window by one bit and calculate its decimal (byte) equivalent and this process continue for remaining all bits in the received bit stream. In our case of analysis, the size of sliding window was taken as eight. After calculating the decimal equivalent values from the sliding window technique, auto correlation sequence and first five central order moments[8] are calculated on these decimal values in order to classify the digital voice bit stream.

4.2 mean:
It calculates the average of all the sequence of slides of the incoming bit stream.

4.3 Autocorrelation Sequence:
The autocorrelation represents degree of similarity between a given time series and a lagged version of itself over successive time intervals [9]. The mathematical expression of the auto correlation sequence of signal \( x(n) \) is represented as follows [1], [4]:

\[
R(k) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=1}^{N} x(i + k)x^*(t)
\]
Where, * represents the complex conjugate, $k$ is the lag and $R(k)$ is the auto correlation sequence of the signal. Here, we are not performing the complex conjugate computation. So the ACS equation is rewritten as

$$R(k) = \frac{1}{N-|k|} \sum_{i=1}^{N-|k|} s(i+k)s(i)$$

Where $s(i)$ is the real values generated from the sliding window technique, $N$ is the segment length, and $k$ is the lag to compute. In order to reduce the multiplications, we use real ACS rather than complex valued one.

4.4 Central moments:

First five Central order moments are calculated to the different slides of incoming bitstream measures the width of a set of points in one dimension and measures the shape of a cloud of points for higher dimensions [10]. The mathematical representation of central order moment of $s(i)$ is given as [1],[4]:

$$\mu_k = E[(X - \mu)^k]$$

$\mu_k$ is the kth central order moment.

$$\mu = E(X) = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} X_i$$

$$\mu_k = \frac{1}{N} \sum_{i=0}^{N-1} (X_i - \mu)^k$$

4.5 BRO 'Binary Ratio:

Since there is variation in the lower level and higher level ratio for different codecs[7], so BRO is used as a parameter in classifying the digital voice bit stream. BRO is calculated on the each 2000 segments of incoming bit stream.

If $b(i) = 0$; then $ZR = ZR + 1$.

If $b(i) > 0$; then $OR = OR + 1$.

Then the binary ratio (BRO) is given as $BRO = ZR/OR$.

Where, $ZR$ is the number of lower levels in digital bit stream. $OR$ is the number of higher levels in digital bit stream.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Prior to testing the algorithm, a large body of test signals was generated. The voice signals are recorded using microphone and sampled at 8000 samples per second. These samples are stored in int16 format and encoded using CVSD encoding algorithms. All the testing signals are processed using classifier algorithm it is observed that CVSD class signal is discriminated.

Based up on the results obtained after analyzing large set of test body the thresholds are obtained for each class are as shown in table 1. These thresholds values of each class are stored in the decision box and based up on these thresholds we can detect the captured bit stream as CVSD.
Table 1: Normalized Threshold values of all six classes for three different parameters

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CVSD BIT SLIDE</th>
<th>BRO Min-max</th>
<th>Autocorrelation Min-max</th>
<th>Mean Min-max</th>
<th>Variance Min-max</th>
<th>Tom Min-max</th>
<th>Fom Min-max</th>
<th>Fiom Min-max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8 BIT SLIDE</td>
<td>0.7857-0.8252</td>
<td>0.11-0.38</td>
<td>110-116</td>
<td>3500-4700</td>
<td>-0.5--0.6</td>
<td>2.7 - 4.2</td>
<td>-0.8 --1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10BIT SLIDE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1-0.4</td>
<td>450-470</td>
<td>5.5-7.5</td>
<td>-0.5 - -4</td>
<td>0.7 - 1.1</td>
<td>-0.1- -1.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16BIT SLIDE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1-0.4</td>
<td>2.88-2.98</td>
<td>2.2-3.0</td>
<td>-1.0--1.3</td>
<td>1.1 - 1.8</td>
<td>-0.1- -1.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24BIT SLIDE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1-0.4</td>
<td>7.5-7.56</td>
<td>1.5-2.02</td>
<td>-0.2--1.7</td>
<td>4.8 - 8</td>
<td>-0.15--1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32BIT SLIDE</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1-0.4</td>
<td>1.88-1.97</td>
<td>0.984-1.33</td>
<td>-0.3 - -3</td>
<td>2.1-3.4</td>
<td>-0.17--4.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Tom = third order moment, Fom = fourth order moment, Fiom = fifth order moment. 
Note: red marked values in above table is indicating that 3 parameters extracted for codecs in existing classifier algorithm in this paper we extracted 7 parameters.

Based up on the results obtained after analyzing large set of test body the thresholds are obtained for each class are as shown in table 1. These thresholds values of each class are stored in the decision box and based up on these thresholds we can detect the captured bit stream as CVSD.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we described a digital voice signal classifier that accurately identifies the digital voice bit stream. This classifier is capable of identifying CVSD at different data rates. It will classify the digital voice bit stream and that too when the bit stream is not synchronized i.e. start bit is not identified, for a signal captured, the classifier algorithm calculates all 7 parameters namely binary ratio, auto correlation, mean, variance, third order moment, fourth order moment, fifth order moment, of the received signal followed by comparison of threshold values stored in the decision box, it classifies any given bit stream. These threshold values are added to the already existing library.

This classifier algorithm is more reliable and less complex than the traditional and widely used techniques for unclassified digital voice. The future work can be done on classifying other signal types namely image, video etc.
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